
MAIN DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN VERSION D AND VERSION E

The differences between version D and version E (see VER$ in Other JPC Rom features) result from some bug
fixes, modifications and improvements. The version E mainly adds two large parts, namely the editor and the
graphic. The main differences are listed below:

Bug fixes

The addition of the pseudo keyword obsolete lead to some problems when the keywords of JPC Rom were
analysed with a Basic program.

The structured programming keywords were affected by a problem when they were followed by a comment, like in:
  10 LEAVE !
This was also the case for WHILE, IF and ELSE. Error reported by Joseph A. Dickerson from the USA.

The SELECT structure didn't work well in the following case, for instance:
  10 SELECT 0.4
  20   CASE >0.2 @ BEEP
  30 END SELECT
The BEEP statement was never executed. Error reported by Laurent Istria and Jean Horville.

New keywords and new features

The editor in assembly language from Pierre David and Janick Taillandier was added to JPC Rom. It provides the
following keywords: XEDIT, TEDIT, GENPOS, GENLEN, GENRPLC$ and FILEPOS. The Assembler Tabs
mode now works with XEDIT and TEDIT and no more with EDTEXT.

The graphic keywords (BOX, CSIZE, DRAW, FRAME, GDUMP, GEND, GINIT, IDRAW, IMOVE,
LABEL, LDIR, LINETYPE, LORG, MOVE, PENDOWN, PENUP, PEN, PLOTTER, TICLEN,
XAXIS and YAXIS) from Pierre David have been added.

Modifications and improvements

The FIND keyword, despite several successive corrections, still didn't give satisfactory results. It was entirely
rewritten, furthermore it now takes advantage of the generic string feature from XEDIT and of two additional
parameters. By Pierre David and Janick Taillandier.

The address parameter in the keywords OPCODE$, NEXTOP$, PEEK$, POKE and SYSEDIT can now be
specified in decimal, to simplify the calculation and avoid useless conversions.

The keyword LEAVE accepts now an optional parameter to specify the number of nested loops to exit from.

Note

All these improvements and corrections have been realized preserving program compatibility with previous versions
of JPC Rom. So your programs written with previous versions are totally compatible with the new JPC Rom.

This page was translated from the french JPC Rom manual rev.E, J-F Garnier, May 2006


























































































































